MORE SOUND
LESS NOISE

We allow more sound penetration
than most other hearing
protectors – and we’re proud of it.
The new Peltor SportTac
– specially developed for hunters
and sports shooters.

With improved level dependent function,
it sounds as though nothing has happened

Peltor SportTac is an intelligent active hearing protector.
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The smooth adjustment of the hearing protector’s level
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dependent function gives the user particularly pleasant
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sound reproduction and less interference. The unique
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digital audio circuit eliminates the abrupt sound cutoff that characterises many level dependent hearing
protectors on the market. It is this abrupt cut-off that is
experienced as being unpleasant and disruptive.
The new electronics in the Peltor SportTac respond at
lightning speed and protect the user’s hearing from

Other active
SportTac
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loud impulse noises. However, the system reacts so
gently that in most cases, you’ll never hear the cut-off
when the protector is activated.
Just like Peltor’s other level dependent hearing protectors, SportTac also amplifies your hearing so you
actually hear better than you would without the protector. And of course you can connect your hunting radio
straight into the protector. All so you can remain fully in
communication all the time.

There is a marked difference between the Peltor SportTac
and other similar products. The SportTac’s gentle curves offer
far better comfort for the user as regards the level dependent
function at high impulses.

A comfortable
protector on long shifts

The new Peltor SportTac is not only smartly designed when it comes to sharpening your
hearing and removing harmful noise, it is also very comfortable to wear on a long shift.
When designing the new protector, special consideration was paid to ensuring that it feels
comfortable even after the wearer has had it on the entire day. The secret behind the high
comfort of the Peltor SportTac lies, not least, in the shape and design of the cushions with
their generous inner volume together with the angled speakers tailored to follow the ear’s
contours.
The new digital technology also ensures audio reproduction and directional feel that is as
close to natural as possible. Feel and comfort mean that the wear easily forgets that he or
she is wearing the protector – which is precisely how things should be with a good hearing
protector.

Technical specifications
Headband made of
dirtrepellent material

Steel brace to ensure uniform pressure
during long shifts

Replaceable cup

On/Off and volume
adjustment

J22 audio input for
connection to communication radio and
dog tracker

Battery and headset cup replacement

Foldable to take up the least
possible space.

Gun stock recess
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Technical specifications: Weight: 318 g. Operating time: 600 hours. Battery type: AAA (2x1.5V).

Explanation of table, attenuation rates:1 Weight 2 Frequency
3
Mean attenuation 4 Standard deviation 5 Expected attenuation
The hearing protector’s attenuation rates and noise levels have been
tested and approved according to EN 352-4 2001, EN 352-6 2002
and relevant parts of EN 352-1 2002. Certificate issued by INSPEC
(registration number 0194), Upper Wingsbury Courtyard, Wingrave,
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire, HP22 4LW, Britain.

ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS

Headset kit – MT7 FL6AB

Hygiene kit – HY21

Models without a microphone can be converted to head-

Easily replaceable hygiene kit consisting of two attenu

set configuration by either fitting a boom microphone

ation cushions and sealing rings with snap-in function.

on one of the guides or by using a throat microphone

Replace the hygiene kit at least twice a year to ensure

(MT9). The microphone is connected to the audio input

constant attenuation level, good hygiene and uncompro-

and then to the external radio.

mised comfort.

Adapter – FL5000

Clean disposable cover – HY100A

Adapters that offer optimum compatibility of Peltor

Hygienic single-use cover that is easy to fit on the sealing

headsets with most two-way radio models available on

rings. The package contains 100 pairs.

the market.

Connecting cables

Headset cup

FL6H Connector 3.5 mm, mono

Cups for the SportTac. Supplied in pairs.

FL6M Connector 2.5 mm mono

210100-478-GN Green

FL6N Connector 3.5 mm stereo for

210100-478-SV Black

Micman two-way radios.

210100-478-OR Orange

TAMT06 Hunting cable with PTT and J22 audio input

210100-478-RD Red

Smart both
inside and out
Olympic Champion Pia Hansen with the Peltor SportTac.

A good hearing protector should remove harmful noise, should be comfortable to wear and
should be able to be used for all types of hunting and shooting. The new Peltor SportTac
truly lives up to all these criteria. The Peltor SportTac is supplied with differently coloured
headset cups. This fills a practical function when hunting in teams, for instance. The colour
differentiation improves safety and makes the wearer easily visible to other hunters. And if
you want to switch colours to suit your mood or role in the hunting team, it’s perfectly simple
to change cups. The protector is foldable to take up the least possible space in your backpack or jacket pocket.
The comfortable headband adjusts conveniently for maximum comfort. Volume is adjusted
by pressing a button, and both a radio and dog tracker can be connected directly to the
hearing protector. The Peltor SportTac is also equipped with an automatic shut-off function.
Easy to switch cups.

Perform the clapping test
you’ll never ever get to hear

1. Put on a pair of Peltor SportTac hearing protectors.
2. Ask someone to clap their hands as hard as they
can just beside your hearing protector at the same
time as you talk to the person in your normal conversa
tional tone.
3. Listen carefully for whether you manage to hear

If you cannot hear the hearing protector function when
your partner claps hands, then that’s exactly as it should
be. The protector responds so quickly that most people
simply do not hear it in action.
It sounds, quite simply, as though nothing has happened.

the protector switch off and on and cut off the
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conversation.
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